
Desktop as Service Solutions

DaaS Solutions for Service Providers

In an increasingly mobile world, businesses and providers search for new ways to manage the 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) movement that also address growing data security concerns. With 

Data and applications are accessed through a virtual environment, allowing businesses and 
providers to support, patch, and maintain a single environment rather than numerous individual 
desktops. With one central environment, your data is more secure while still allowing users the 

Jesse B., IT Enterprise Development Manager

“I want to reiterate what a pleasure it has been working 
with [V-Soft]. They have built a very high quality team.”

Solution for security and compliance concerns; all data is cloud 
hosted and desktops are based on easy-to-manage patterns
Dedicated desktop resources with greater availability than 
session-based remote desktops
Secure remote access

Accessible from any device that you support, including 
Windows-based, iOS, Android, and Mac OS

How DaaS Works
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The popularity of DaaS is growing primarily because of its ability to make IT providers faster and 

DaaS is also an attractive security option because data and applications reside in the cloud rather 

Finally, because every user’s environment is virtual, desktop images are automatically synced and 

Service Delivery Options

You decide what clients will use to access their remote desktops
Support for computers, tablets, smart phones, and more

your IaaS solution. We enable user access from their endpoint device while you decide what clients 
will use to access their remote virtual desktops. Bottom line, you have options to build your solution 

Manage More With Less

Dynamic or Static Desktop options
 Partner technical support included

Initial template (gold pattern) creation 
and customization for up to 2 patterns

 Included
 V-Soft will provide basic networking 

An additional 
Network and Security bundle is required for each new tenant.
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